[The role of the myoblasts and connective tissue in the regeneration of the limbs in amphibians].
A possibility of tissue metaplasia (transformation of one cell type into another) during limb regeneration in lower vertebrates has been a matter of vivid arguments over the last decades. These discussions are rather irreconcilable in character mainly due to the lack of reliable cell markers which permit to follow all the stages of cell transformation during metaplasia. The final conclusions can be made only if any artifacts of cell labelling are excluded. Latest findings obtained using nuclear and cytoplasmic markers are presented which suggest that many data interpreted previously as a convincing proof of metaplasia may be a consequence of the involvement of nondifferentiated cells in regeneration. Molecular biological approaches are believed to be most promising for the solution of disputable problems of tissue metaplasia. However, recent findings about actin gene hypomethylation are insufficient for any final conclusions about the possibility of metaplasia during limb regeneration. The answer to many unsolved questions of developmental biology can be made only when combined use is made of modern methods of cell and molecular biology.